SPONSORED CONTENT

LEARNING ON THE JOB

A

s part of its industry-driven, student-focused approach to
career and lifelong education, MITT provides workforce
development solutions that fit a learner’s life—which can
sometimes mean taking lessons outside of traditional classroom
hours or beyond the walls of MITT campuses.
In 2019, the Winnipeg Fleet Management Agency (WFMA)
approached MITT for help optimizing a CNC machine which
would allow them to cut, punch, and shape materials as they
deemed necessary and maximize their work.
There was just one problem: none of the employees had
strong skills with a software called AutoCAD, which translates
two- or three-dimensional drawings into commands the CNC
machine then performs, for example, punching holes into metal
to create public pool drains.
Dave Gaudreau, Supervisor at WFMA, approached MITT and
was put in touch with Jill Latschislaw, Senior Manager, Workforce
Development and Community Initiatives.
“Any time there is a need in the workforce, whether in
numbers or skills, we’re going to do our best to help fill it,”
says Latschislaw. “In the case of WFMA, it meant sending our
instructors over to them to teach the AutoCAD program so they
wouldn’t be pulled away from their jobs.”
A few short months after their meeting, MITT developed a
program, put instructors in place, and set up a training timeline
that would minimize disruption of workflow in the busy shop.
Three employees took the training over winter, another three in
spring, and today the CNC machine is an integral part of their
operation.
“They’re drafting things on the AutoCAD system now and
then plugging it into the CNC machines,” says Gaudreau. “It’s
been quite a success. They’re using it every day.”

In addition to the work-related skills taught with these
programs, MITT can incorporate on-site language training.
This can be determined by the team through a client needs
assessment prior to development of customized curriculum.
At Mackow Industries, English is a vital asset to employees,
and proficiency in the language helps optimize their productivity,
efficiency, and safety. MITT developed a curriculum for their
employees focused on production and safety vocabulary and
terminology, and assisted their involvement with applying for the
Canada-Manitoba Jobs Grant.
“MITT was a great support in ensuring our application
was well developed, and they were always ready to answer any
questions we had,” says Tess Garcia, HR Manager at Mackow
Industries. “Not only with the application but also providing
clarity on the training that we need for our employees.”
The language training provided is comprised of four
segments, each designed to develop language skills further:
workplace communication, conversation management, personal
management, and diplomatic English. Whether it be learning
to interact and behave in the Canadian workplace, practicing
appropriate body language, or simply earning a grasp of the
language to be able to take part in meaningful conversations,
MITT’s language training doesn’t skip a beat.
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